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Abstract 

Nowadays the operation of a bus system, the movement of vehicles is affected by unusual conditions as the day progresses such 

as traffic congestion, unexpected delays and randomness in passenger demand, irregular vehicle dispatching times and incidents. 

Due to which passengers are suffering and are waiting for their bus on their bus stops for long time since they do not have 

updated real time information about their buses. In a real-time setting, researchers are making effort to develop flexible control 

strategies, depending on the specific features of bus transport systems. This paper focuses on the implementation of a Real Time 

bus Tracking (RTBT) system, by installing GPS devices on city buses which will transmit the current location on GPS Receiver. 

Now the GPS Receiver will be interfaced with computer and interface driver will auto save data in dot text (.txt) file which will 

continue till GPS module is working. From here our application will retrieve data and store it in web server from where we will 

display real time information of bus. The real-time bus position and time monitoring system is a standalone system designed to 

display the real-time location(s) of the buses in city.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In daily operation of public transport systems mainly that of buses, the movement of vehicles is affected by different uncertain 

conditions as the day progresses such as traffic congestion, unexpected delays, randomness in passenger demand, irregular 

vehicle-dispatching times and incidents. Many passengers are often late to work, students are late for classes because they decide 

to wait for the bus instead of just simply using an alternate transportation. A variable message shown on the web that will be real 

time information about the bus showing the bus arrival time at applications could reduce the anxiety of passengers waiting for 

the bus. With the advent of GPS and the ubiquitous cellular network, real time vehicle tracking for better transport management 

has become possible. These technologies can be applied to public transport systems especially buses, which are not able to 

adhere to predefined timetables due to reasons like traffic jams, breakdowns etc. The increased waiting time and the uncertainty 

in bus arrival make public transport system unattractive for passengers. The real-time bus position and time monitoring system 

uses GPS technology along with different application to fetch data and with software that display the data online along with 

different buses on different route to the user . When this information is presented to the passenger by wired or wireless media[1] 

or online web media, they can spend their time efficiently and reach the bus stop just before the bus arrives, or take alternate 

means of transport if the bus is delayed. They can even plan their journeys long before they actually undertake them. This will 

make the public transport system competitive and passenger- friendly. The use of private vehicles is reduced when more people 

use public transit vehicles, which in turn reduces traffic and pollution. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

During our literature survey we found out the following existing systems that are already being deployed at the places inside and 

outside[2] India. In cities outside India due to their economy advantage use this system by using cameras and other types of 

sensors on almost every light or signal poles. These devices inform the location to the centralized server and notify the passenger 

about the bus ETA. Some of the places in India like Bangalore the system exists with applications that run on either only on web 

or in high configuration smart phones with high data rate also Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC)[3] uses 
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system that exists for the passengers to check the displayed bus timings on bus depot not on any web or mobile based 

application. 

III. ARCHITECTURE FOR REAL TIME INFORMATION 

The architecture consists of five blocks that are shown in the Figure 1. The first block is GPS to Satellite communication[4] 

where the satellite sends the information about the position of the GPS through the communication port interface. The next block 

is the Bus which consists of the GPS module installed into it and the module is kept active by giving power to it. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture. 

The satellite sends the required position information to the module and is simultaneously send to the Server which is the next 

block. The server consists of the current location information in the form of tables along with the time table information i.e. route 

information. The server calculates the information required by the user and replies using the software and end user interface. The 

last block is the user interface. These are the devices through which the user is allowed to send his/her query and get response on 

it. 

IV. WORKFLOW OF THE PROJECT 

The workflow[5] of real time bus position and time monitoring system start first with GPS module sending the data to the 

computer system which will update the database with current latitude and longitude. At the same time user from GUI end can 

enter the source and destination along with the required bus number and press find command. Then it will search all bus routes 

through which bus will travel. At the same time computer system will update the database with current bus latitude and longitude 

value. Now search will lookup database for the bus range if yes then it also search for all the bus stops within the range and 

check for all upcoming active bus to the source along with searched bus then match the bus location with passenger source 

location and calculate the time required to reach the active bus at passenger location as shown in the Figure 2. It will display the 

time and location of bus to the user. This entire process will be repeated again and again for every search done by user. 
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Fig. 2: Workflow diagram. 

V. WORKING 

In the working stage there are four phases in which the tasks are divided into. The tasks are listed and explained as following. 

 Capturing the Current Location of the Vehicle (Bus): A.

Here in this phase the GPS module is used that contains prolific PL 2303 driver serial[6] output through USB 2.0 interface. This 

is the hardware part of the project where the data about the position of the bus is captured in real time and is sent over the 

internet to the server database. The serial output contains the fields in the format given in the Figure 3. The string that start with 

"$GPGGA" contains the fixed data that provides - "hhmmss.ss" (in UTC (coordinated universal time zone)UTC used be known 

as GMT), "ddmm.mmmm,N" (latitude of the GPS position fix), "dddmm.mmmm,W" (longitude of the GPS position fix) , "q" 

(quality of the GPS fix (1 = fix, but no differential correction)),  "ss" (number of satellites being used), "y.y" (horizontal dillution 

of precision), "a.a,M" (GPS antenna altitude in meters), "g.g,M" (geoidal separation in meters), "t.t" (age of the deferrential 

correction data),  "iiii" (deferential station's ID), "*CC"  (checksum for the sentence). The software GPS Utility[7] then takes the 

input from serial communication port and display on the interface monitor after the connect key is set. The function of this 

software is that it can automatically append the upcoming data into the previously saved log file. This log file contains the output 

of the GPS which is displayed on the interface monitor. 

 
Fig. 3: Raw datasets in text file. 
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The log file is saved as text file (*.txt) which can be simultaneously accessed to update the values to the database. The values 

in the database are entered through the string starting with $GPGGA in the log file. These values are entered into the database in 

the format shown in the Figure 4.  

 
Fig. 4: Latitude and longitude data real-time in database. 

 Take Input from the User: B.

In this phase the user (passenger) gives the input about the information of his/her location and the details about the bus they are 

searching for. In the simple user friendly user interface we provide passenger the fields namely Source, Destination and the Bus 

number. The source is the bus stop that the passenger is planning to board the bus. The destination is the bus stop where the 

passenger wants to reach. The bus number field contains the bus that run on the route provided by the passenger. These are the 

only three fields that are to be made available to the system by the passenger at the user interface end. The front end is shown in 

the Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5: User input to the GUI. 

 Entering the Coordinates Values of the Respective Bus Stops into Database: C.

This phase is developed for entering the values as record to the database. The latitude and longitude values of all the bus stops 

that are in the respective route are recorded from the GPS module and are entered into the database. These values are taken and 

are saved into the files that also simultaneously contain the ideal time to cover the distance from each bus stop to the next bus 

stop. These values are inserted at the beginning of the system for only once. For retrieving the time (ETA), the system maps this 

table with the passenger input table along with the current bus location table and displays the output. 
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 Calculating Time, Position and Display to User: D.

This is the final phase where various tables in the database are mapped to retrieve the correct output and display to the passenger. 

The table which takes entry from passenger takes the passenger location and bus number, the table which takes the real time 

entry of the coordinates or location of the bus and the initially prepared table which contains the time taken are joined to find out 

the time that the bus will take to reach the passenger location and also the current bus stop that the bus have already crossed. 

 
Fig. 6: Reply to user on GUI. 

The final output that is prepared contains the ETA (Estimated time of arrival) which is taken from the database and the latest bus 

stop that the bus has currently crossed.  In Figure 6 output for one sample case is shown. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

With the implementation of the project a complete track can be kept of the buses around the city. The display at the passenger's 

computer saves the commuter’s time. Thus a complete system of the bus transport system is established. The system involves the 

tracking of every bus at the control unit, bus information for the passengers. With this project the commuter can plan their 

journey more effectively and the waiting time at the bus stops is reduced. Also the frequency of the buses in the same route can 

be learnt from this system. The efficient usage of time and also the commuter management or rush manipulation can be easily 

done by the features of this system. A general question arises in mind that is if the bus is stuck in a traffic or it broke down 

somewhere in the middle how our system will inform the commuter. Our answer to this is that when a commuter searches for a 

bus which supposedly broke down or got stuck in traffic that bus would reply same ETA and position every time the commuter 

searches for it. So it is self-explanatory that bus is at same position and is not moving. In this work we have shown that transit 

information collected in real time can be shown on server for tracking and monitoring. Internet enabled mobile phones can 

receive real-time transit information. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

Future work on this project includes making the GUI more simpler and which can make use of mobile phone interface to take 

input from cell phone gateway and reply on the mobile phone to the user. Also it includes the development of a feature which 

alerts a user about the Traffic information. 
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